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The present contribution provides a perspective on the degree to which modern computational methods
can be harnessed to guide the design of polymeric dielectrics. A variety of methods, including quantum
mechanical ab initio methods, classical force-ﬁeld based molecular dynamics simulations, and datadriven paradigms, such as quantitative structureeproperty relationship and machine learning
schemes, are discussed. Strategies to explore, search and screen chemical and conﬁgurational spaces
extensively are also proposed. Some examples of computation-guided synthesis and understanding of
real polymer dielectrics are also provided, highlighting the anticipated increasing role of such computational methods in the future design of polymer dielectrics.
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1. Introduction
Polymers offer a nearly inﬁnite variety of material systems with
diverse properties. Until recently, the formulation of polymers for
speciﬁc applications was based on trial and error, guided by intuition. The purpose of the present contribution is to demonstrate the
degree to which computational methods can guide the design of
polymers, in the present case for dielectric applications [1e12],
which require high dielectric constant, large band gap, high
dielectric strength, low dielectric loss, and appropriate glass transition temperature and morphology.
At the most fundamental level, computational quantum mechanics, e.g., density functional theory (DFT), can be used to
determine properties of dielectrics at the scale of a crystalline unit
cell [13e17]. Such properties include structural and thermodynamic details, reasonable estimates of the band gap, electronic
dielectric constant, ionic dielectric constant, and intrinsic breakdown ﬁeld [18e24]. In addition, impurity states in the band gap
caused by common chemical impurities can be computed [25e28].
Realistic models can also be developed for metalepolymer interfaces in order to predict charge injection characteristics.
Larger scale morphological features of polymers can be accessed
practically at the present time only using molecular dynamics (MD)
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based on empirical interatomic potentials or force ﬁelds [29e33].
Such simulations can predict crystal structure, semicrystalline
morphology and provide rough estimates of glass transition temperature and dielectric loss, although the latter is presently limited
to loss in the GHz range [34e37].
The above methods can be classiﬁed as “physics-based”, as they
are based on quantum mechanics, classical mechanics, and classical
electromagnetism. An emerging class of methods, often referred to
as “data-driven”, use various forms of multivariate analysis on
experimental or computational data, based on complex variables
with a physical relationship to the properties being predicted [38e
46]. Such systems are “trained” on available data and then used to
predict properties of interest for polymers for which data are not
available. An example of such data-driven approaches is quantitative structure property relationships (QSPR) [47e51], which can
predict properties, such as glass transition temperature, melting
temperature, etc., for which no fundamental approach is presently
available.
In this contribution, we provide a perspective on the application
of modern computational approaches to the design of polymeric
dielectrics. Section 2 addresses functionalization of a wellunderstood polymeric dielectrics, such as polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP), to enhance its dielectric response. Section 3
discusses approaches to the discovery of entirely new classes of
polymer dielectrics, both organic and organometallic. Strategies
discussed include exploration of large chemical spaces and efﬁcient
computation of some relevant properties. The proper starting point
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for such chemical space exploration is a quantum mechanics based
method such as DFT, but the promising systems identiﬁed using
quantum mechanics must be investigated using other methods that
treat the morphology (e.g., force ﬁeld based MD), glass transition
temperature (QSPR), melting temperature (QSPR), etc. The
screening of systems considered in Section 3 is based on dielectric
constant and band gap. Appropriate values for these properties are
“necessary but not sufﬁcient” for a given application and, therefore,
appropriate for ﬁrst-level screening. After the ﬁrst-level screening
for these properties, promising candidates can be subjected to
more detailed analysis for a broader range of properties required
for a given application. These include factors that control the injection of charge carriers from a metal electrode into the polymer,
formation of defect states in the polymer, factors that control the
transport of charge carriers (e.g., scattering due to dipoles, impurities and phonons), dielectric breakdown, glass transition temperature, etc. Such aspects are discussed in Section 4. The role datadriven approaches, such as QSPR and, in particular, the emerging
area of “machine learning”, is surveyed in Section 5. We conclude
with our outlook in Section 6.
2. Modiﬁcation of existing polymer dielectrics
A good place to start in applying computational methods to
design new materials is to understand or identify the factors that
lead to surprising properties when a well-studied material is
modiﬁed creatively. Polypropylene (PP), in its biaxially oriented
form, is the most common polymer dielectric for high energy density capacitors as a result of its high dielectric breakdown strength,
low dielectric loss, and good clearing characteristics; however, its
dielectric constant is only 2.2 [52e54]. Increasing the dielectric
constant while maintaining or improving other properties, such as
operating temperature range, is highly desirable. Chung has
developed an eOH functionalized PP which doubles the dielectric
constant and maintains relatively low loss with only 4.2 mol% eOH
(Fig. 1) [55e57]. The experimental data also imply that the PPeOH
contains roughly 0.5 water molecule per eOH moiety on the chain
and that the eOH groups are hydrogen-bonded in pairs.
DFT computations can investigate the role played by eOH
functional groups and the trapped moisture [59]. Given that DFT
computations are time-intensive, two short-chain polyethylene
oligomers (o-PE), each with 11 carbon atoms, were considered. This
o-PE system is chemically similar to PP, but much simpler and

smaller in size. The two chains were arranged in a head-to-tail
conﬁguration, and an H chain end atom was substituted by an e
OH group (o-PEeOH). Additionally, to explore the effect of water
molecules, o-PEeOH with one and two water molecules (o-PEe
OHeH2O and o-PEeOHe2H2O, respectively) were studied. Fig. 2
shows snapshots of the optimized geometries. The average value
of the total dielectric constant, i.e., the trace of the dielectric constant tensor, including both ionic and electronic contributions, for
the o-PE, o-PEeOH, o-PEeOHeH2O, and o-PEeOHe2H2O systems
were, respectively, 2.4, 3.3, 3.7, and 4.3 (Fig. 3) [59]. The determination of the dielectric constant of such chain systems was performed using a recently developed method aimed at precisely these
situations [19]. For pure PE, the dielectric constant, which is almost
entirely due to electronic contributions, is close to the accepted
experimental value. The increase in the dielectric constant due to
the eOH groups (without and with water molecules) is caused
entirely by the ionic contributions. The proper account of van der
Waals (vdW) interactions [60,61], secondary bonding phenomena
such as H-bonding, etc., is captured adequately in the DFT computations. For instance, Fig. 2(d) shows the relaxed geometry of the
o-PEeOHe2H2O system, where the formation of an H-bonded ring
containing two eOH groups and 2H2O molecules, is evident.
While the DFT computations provide some understanding of the
role played by eOH functional groups and the accompanying water
molecules, these data are qualitative. The DFT analysis ignores
complexities associated with morphological variations of PE when
functionalized with eOH, and owing to computational considerations, the concentration of eOH modeled is much greater than in
experiments. Large-scale MD simulations based on force ﬁelds are
required to address morphological aspects of the system at realistic
eOH concentrations. Recent force-ﬁeld based MD simulations have
extended the DFT work discussed above [62]. In the MD simulations, PEeOH with 4.2 mol% eOH groups was considered, and
varying amounts of water were added into PE-OH system. The
morphology of eOH groups, trapped water and H-bonding was
well captured, insofar as can be concluded by comparisons with
measured infrared spectra. In addition, the MD simulations indicate
that the eOH groups tend to collect at amorphousecrystalline interfaces, likely as a result of eOH groups “expelled” from the
crystalline regions during formation. These simulations also imply
that hydrogen bonding of the eOH groups into pairs is essential to
maintaining low dielectric loss. Fig. 3 summarizes data for the
dielectric constant derived from the MD simulations, in addition to
the results from DFT computations and experiment. The addition of
water results in a signiﬁcant increase in dielectric constant. For
w0.5 water per eOH group, the MD data for dielectric constant
match closely the experimental value of w3.4, and larger amounts
of water, so long as they are “trapped” by the eOH groups much like
in Fig. 2(d), increase the dielectric constant further without
increasing loss.
The DFT, MD and experimental data, collectively, have allowed
us to understand the factors that lead to a signiﬁcant increase in the
dielectric constant of a saturated hydrocarbon due to the incorporation of a small amount of eOH groups. These ﬁndings are signiﬁcant, as they imply a path toward tunable control of dielectric
properties of polyoleﬁns through functionalization. While the
analysis presented underlines the complexities that can result from
incorporation of a functional group, it also demonstrates the utility
of computational strategies for systematic studies of other functional groups.
3. Pathways to the discovery of new polymer dielectrics

Fig. 1. Dielectric constants (vs. frequency and temperature) for (a) polypropylene (PP)
and three hydroxyl (eOH) functionalized PP (PPeOH) copolymers containing (b) 0.7,
(c) 1.8, and (d) 4.2 mol% OH content. Replotted from data in Ref. [55].

While modifying an existing polymer to enhance its properties
is a promising approach and offers a “risk mitigation” strategy,
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Fig. 2. Optimized structures of (a) o-PE, (b) o-PEeOH, (c) o-PEeOHeH2O, and (d) o-PEeOHe2H2O. Black, white, and red spheres represent C, H, and O atoms, respectively. The inset
shows a typical hydrogen bonded ring.

We ﬁrst consider a set of organic building blocks, for example, e
CH2e, eNHe, eC(]O)e, eC6H4e (benzene), eC4H2Se (thiophene),
eC(]S)e, and eOe [63,64], which are common in polymer backbones and various combinations of which form traditional polymers, including polyesters, polyamides, polyethers, polyureas, etc.
Accounting for translational and inversion symmetries, and
removing unstable systems, leaves 267 symmetry-unique systems.
The two most important properties of dielectrics for most applications are dielectric constant and band gap. Hence, we focus on
these two properties in this section. With the aid of a recently
developed method which determines the dielectric constant of
such single chain systems [19], high throughput DFT computations
can be used to obtain the band gap and dielectric constant of the
267 polymer systems. Fig. 5(a)e(c), respectively, shows the relationship between the electronic, ionic and total dielectric constant

and band gap for the 267 polymer systems. A near perfect inverse
Pareto optimal front relationship between the band gap and the
electronic dielectric constant can be seen from Fig. 5(a), which
imposes a theoretical limit on the electronic part of the dielectric
constant as a function of band gap, a limit that can be understood
by regarding the electronic part of the dielectric response as a sum
over electronic transitions from occupied to unoccupied states. On
the other hand, the ionic dielectric constant is not correlated with
the band gap, as seen from Fig. 5(b). The ionic contribution is
determined by the infrared active zone center phonon modes (i.e.,
the modes that display a time-varying dipole moment) [65,66].
The ionic dielectric constant can thus be exploited to increase
the total dielectric constant without compromising the band gap.
Fig. 5(c) shows the variation of the total dielectric constant with the
band gap. Plots such as Fig. 5(c) provide us with a “map” of the
achievable combination of properties within the chemical space
explored. Capacitive energy storage and some electronics applications, e.g., gate insulations, could draw from the large dielectric
constant and moderate band gap region of this plot. Desirable
material properties are likely to be associated with certain building
block structures. Such observations could accelerate the design
process by identifying correlations between material properties
and speciﬁc building blocks structures. Indeed, guided by the DFT
results, a few polyureas and polyurethanes containing eNHe, e
C(]O)e, eC6H4e, and eOe building blocks have been synthesized
using step polymerization [64].
Once a set of promising polymers has been identiﬁed, their
crystal structures and morphologies must be investigated. If interatomic potentials are available to handle the systems, MD simulations can be used to determine their crystal structure and

Fig. 3. Comparison of the dielectric constant of hydroxyl functionalized polyethylene
(PEeOH), obtained from experiment, MD simulations and DFT calculations.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the polymeric chain model. c is the lattice constant
along the polymer chain direction that was allowed to relaxed along with the internal
coordinates. Four blocks Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 can be ﬁlled up by different motifs.

identifying or discovering entirely new classes of polymers can be
transformative but requires systematic schemes to explore the
polymer chemical space. Fig. 4 portrays one such scheme in which
single polymeric chains consist of four distinct building blocks
drawn from a pool of possibilities in a combinatorial manner
[19,20]. Depending on the pool of blocks, various polymer classes
can be studied. The combinatorial explosion produced by this
strategy is both a blessing and a curse. For example, 10 possibilities
for each of the 4 blocks in the repeat unit result in a total of 10,000
cases, although translational and inversion invariances, and other
considerations such as chemical intuition, can reduce this number
considerably.
3.1. New organic polymers
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Fig. 5. (a) Electronic, (b) ionic and (c) total dielectric constant ð3 Þ as a function of the band gap, for the class of organic polymers considered, computed using DFT within the singlechain approach. The building blocks were drawn from the following pool of possibilities: eCH2e, eNHe, eC(]O)e, eC6H4e (benzene), eC4H2Se (thiophene), eC(]S)e, and eOe.
The axes are in logarithmic scale.

morphology, for example, using a melt and quench approach [34e
37]. An additional option, especially if force ﬁelds are not available
for the new identiﬁed systems, is to use 3-dimensional structure
searching schemes [67e72] to determine the ground state structures based on DFT.
3.2. Polymer blocks containing group 14 elements
The strategy described above can be extended by considering
building units based on non-carbon elements from Group 14 of the
periodic table, i.e., Si, Ge and Sn. Replacing C with Si, Ge or Sn offers
the opportunity to manipulate the band gap and the electronic part
of the dielectric constant through control of s conjugation along the
chain, and to manipulate the ionic part of the dielectric constant
through control of dipole moments. Substituting C with Si, Ge and/
or Sn ensures chemical compatibility by preserving the local
chemical environment and bonding. The dipole moments of each
building block can be enhanced by introducing small atoms with
high electronegativity such as F and Cl to the side chain. We thus
consider polymers with building block units represented as eXY2e
in this section, where X ¼ C, Si, Ge, Sn and Y ¼ H, F, Cl.
Before exploring the single chain systems based on the above
combinatorial exercise, we investigate eXY2e “homopolymer”
crystals to see if any pattern emerges. Group 14 systems display rich
chemistry and crystallize in forms with differing coordination geometries. While C always prefers a 4-fold coordination environment, Ge favors a 5-fold environment, and Sn can occur in 6 or 7 fold
coordination geometries [19,73]. Fig. 6 presents dielectric constant

and band gap data for homopolymer ground state geometries. The
electronic part of the dielectric constant tends to vary inversely with
the band gap, as expected, while the ionic contribution to the
dielectric constant is negligible for the C based systems, low for the
Si based systems, but quite high for the Ge and Sn containing
polymers. Fig. 6 also reveals that eXY2e homopolymers with Ge and
Sn backbone have large dielectric constants but smaller band gaps
than C and Si-based polymers [19,73]. Pure PE has a large band gap
but relatively small dielectric constant. A natural next step is to
“mix” PE with the eXY2e homopolymers to identify compositions
which span a large range of band gap and dielectric constant. Such a
combinatorial exploration based on the scheme presented in Fig. 4
involving 7 building block possibilities (namely, eCH2e, eSiF2e, e
SiCl2e, eGeF2e, eGeCl2e, eSnF2e and eSnCl2e) was recently undertaken [20,38]. Results for dielectric constant vs. band gap for the
175 such single chain polymers are shown in Fig. 7. While PE has the
greatest calculated band gap of the systems explored, addition of
Group 14 elements leads to progressive decrease in the band gap
and increase in the electronic dielectric constant. The total dielectric
constant of the Group 14 element-based polymers spans over a large
range between 2.5 and 47, with the smallest and largest values
corresponding to e(CH2)4e and eCH2e(SnF2)3e, respectively. As
the backbone atoms vary from C to Sn with all other units in the
chain are held ﬁxed, both the electronic and total dielectric constant
increase, as the band gap decreases, probably because eSnF2e has
the largest dipole moment and the SneSn bond rotation has the
lowest barrier among all the XeX0 (with X or X0 ¼ C, Si, Ge, and Sn).
Compared with organic polymers, the Group 14 element-based
hybrid polymers, especially those involving Sn, can achieve
greater dielectric constants without large reductions of the band
gap, which makes them attractive candidates for high dielectric
constant polymeric dielectrics [20,38].
4. Advanced screening strategies
The above discussion dealt largely with dielectric constant and
band gap. While these two properties are important, many other
factors are relevant to practical applications. Thus down-selection
of promising candidates requires estimating a range of other parameters. In the following, we describe brieﬂy a selection of such
factors, to highlight the present state-of-the-art in the computation
of material properties, and the challenges that need to be
overcome.
4.1. Electron/hole injection barriers at metalepolymer interfaces

Fig. 6. Dielectric constant and band gap results for eXY2e homopolymer crystals at
their respective ground state structure (where X ¼ C, Si, Ge, Sn and Y ¼ H, F, Cl).

Electronic and capacitor applications require the polymer
dielectric to contact a metal electrode. Such an interface sometimes
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Fig. 7. (a) Electronic, (b) ionic and (c) total dielectric constants ð3 Þ as a function of the band gap, for the class of polymers containing Group 14 elements, computed using DFT within
the single-chain approach. The building blocks were drawn from the following pool of possibilities: eCH2e, eSiF2e, eSiCl2e, eGeF2e, eGeCl2e, eSnF2e and eSnCl2e. The axes are
in logarithmic scale.

dominates the performance of polymer dielectrics, as charge injection from the metal electrode to the polymer is the primary
source of charge during conduction. The property that determines
charge injection at interfaces is the Schottky barrier heights for
electron and hole injection, which can be computed using modern
DFT. Such issues have been encountered in past studies of metale
dielectric or metalesemiconductor interfaces within the context of
(inorganic) semiconductor devices [74e77]. While methods
developed earlier can be used within the context of metalepolymer
interfaces, the primary impediment to doing so is the complex
nature of the metalepolymer interface at the atomic-level, which is
far from ideal or “abrupt”, unlike interfaces typically encountered
by the semiconductor community. Future efforts to compute barrier heights must break new ground in terms of realistic models of
interfaces, perhaps through a combination of DFT and force-ﬁeld
based computations.

A microscopic mechanism governing the initiating step in the
high-ﬁeld aging of crystalline polyethylene has been recently proposed based on DFT calculations and ab initio MD simulations [79].
The study assumed that electrons, holes, and excitons are present in
the system. The key ﬁnding of this work is that the presence of
triplet excitons can be damaging. The electron and hole states of the
exciton localize on a distorted region of polyethylene and weaken
nearby CeH bonds facilitating CeH bond scission. The estimated
barrier to cleavage of the weakened CeH bonds is comparable to
the thermal energy, suggesting that this mechanism may be
responsible for the degradation of polyethylene when placed under
electrical ﬁeld, e.g., in high-voltage cables. Fig. 9 shows a snapshot
of this process during the course of a DFT-based MD simulation.
Laurent et al. have quantiﬁed these phenomena experimentally, to
some degree, based on electroluminescence measurements [80].
4.3. Dielectric breakdown

4.2. Defects in insulating polymers
Chemical impurities in polymer dielectrics introduce localized
states in the band gap which can act as traps and thereby affect
conduction and high ﬁeld aging (i.e., the gradual degradation of the
dielectric). Previous studies based on DFT provide an understanding of impurity states in the band gap resulting from chemical
impurities and conformational distortion [25e28]. While states
caused by the latter lie very near to the band edges (the conduction
band in particular), those caused by the former tend to be separated
from the valence and conduction band edges by a1 eV, as shown in
Fig. 8. States close to the valence band edge are normally occupied
and represent hole traps, while those close to the conduction band
are normally empty and represent electron traps. The hole (electron) traps ﬁll when positive (negative) space charge is injected into
the material at high ﬁeld.
Polymer aging occurs over time as a result of thermal, oxidative,
mechanical, electrical, etc., effects, and can be caused by the
breaking of primary chemical bonds in the chain backbone or side
groups. Aging can also cause conformational changes which result
in reduced crystallinity. Experimental evidence suggests that high
ﬁeld aging occurs as a result of recombination of electrons and
holes as the opposite space charge ﬁelds pass through each other
[78]. Under repetitive DC charging at sufﬁciently high ﬁelds, carrier
recombination can occur at electrodes as a result of voltage cycling,
and carrier recombination in the bulk occurs during steady state
voltage. In either case, carrier recombination releases sufﬁcient
energy to break chemical bonds, which, in the presence of oxygen,
can result in carbonyl formation, increased impurity states in the
band gap, and enhanced conduction to form a positive feedback
loop which eventually leads to breakdown.

The dielectric breakdown ﬁeld of a capacitor dielectric is
correlated strongly with its energy density (i.e., its energy storage
capacity). Although extrinsic factors, e.g., chemical impurities,
nano-sized cavities, etc., are important in determining breakdown
ﬁeld for polymer-based dielectrics, a ﬁrm theoretical understanding of the factors governing the intrinsic breakdown ﬁeld is an
essential ﬁrst step in developing a model relevant to practical

Fig. 8. Density of states for polyethylene showing the impurity states created by a
range of common chemical impurities. The zero of energy is referenced to the vacuum
level, which is about 0.3 eV below the conduction band minimum of crystalline
polyethylene [25].
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Fig. 9. (a) Snapshots taken at time t during ab initio MD simulations of polyethylene, where t ¼ 0 refers to the point at which the exciton was injected. Atoms are shaded according
to coordination number NC. The snapshots illustrate CeH bond scission and the subsequent H abstraction. (b) Evolution of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied energy
eigenvalues of the system for 250 fs prior to (t < 0) and after (t > 0) exciton injection. The zero of energy is the value of the highest occupied PE eigenvalue at T ¼ 0. Prior to exciton
injection, each of the two levels shown is doubly occupied (the colors shown correspond to spin up states). Upon triplet exciton injection, both hitherto spin-degenerate states split
into an occupied spin up (full black lines) and an unoccupied spin down (dotted blue lines) state. (c) Magnetization density plot of the system at t ¼ 121 fs. The magnetization is
tightly localized on the eCHe groups along the main chains, indicating that these groups have unpaired electrons. The H2 dimer is shown in deep red for clarity. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [79].

materials. Theories of intrinsic breakdown were developed in the
1930s by Von Hippel [81], Zener [82], and Frohlich [83]. Recently an
approach to treat intrinsic breakdown using DFT in the average
electron model of Von Hippel has been developed [21,22]. The
principal phenomenon governing the intrinsic breakdown ﬁeld is
scattering of conduction-band electrons by phonons, i.e., crystal
lattice vibrations. A simple model which reﬂects the balance between the average energy gain of electrons from the electric ﬁeld
and average energy loss through phonon scattering provides a basis
for computing intrinsic breakdown. Upon application of a ﬁeld
smaller than the breakdown ﬁeld, the average electron energy increases to some stable value at which the rate of energy gain from
the ﬁeld is balanced by energy loss to the lattice. Von Hippel “low
energy criterion” deﬁnes the breakdown ﬁeld as that at which the
average rate of energy gain is greater than the average rate of energy loss for all energies up to the threshold for impact ionization.
At this point, a rapid increase in the density of conduction electrons
occurs, which we assume is sufﬁcient to cause breakdown.
Fig. 10 compares the calculated intrinsic breakdown with the
maximum experimentally observed breakdown ﬁeld for a range of

ionic and covalent materials [21,22]. Good agreement is achieved in
that the computed breakdown ﬁeld tracks the upper bound of the
measured intrinsic breakdown ﬁeld. Understanding of intrinsic
breakdown is reasonably good for crystalline materials, but
computation of engineering breakdown ﬁelds requires accounting
for effects of morphology, chemical impurities, and defects such as
nanocavities.
4.4. Glass transition temperature
We now move from electrical properties to an important
physical property, the glass transition temperature, Tg. Many
properties change dramatically when an amorphous polymer undergoes glass transition. For instance, the dielectric loss of a polar
material normally increases dramatically as the polymer goes
through its Tg. At temperatures below Tg, polymers are hard and
glassy because motion of polymer chains is restricted to local vibration. When the temperature goes to above Tg, chains have
greater mobility and the polymer softens. Various factors affect the
Tg of polymers, e.g., molecular weight and the chemical structure.
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methods were applied to generate linear or nonlinear models. Fig.11
compares experimental and predicted Tg for two QSPR models and
demonstrates the predictive ability of the QSPR models for Tg. The
wide structural diversity of the polymers proves that this is a general
method for predicting Tg of non-cross-linked polymers which can be
used reliably during screening studies.
While QSPR methods cannot generally duplicate the accuracy of
physics-based calculations, they are capable of quickly providing
remarkably useful results within well-deﬁned domains of applicability when the models are trained using appropriate physicsbased descriptors, and are subject to “best practices” model
building and validation criteria. Often, the most important determinant for the usefulness of a QSPR model in any design project is
whether the domain of applicability of the model can be deﬁned.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the maximum experimental breakdown ﬁeld and the calculated intrinsic breakdown ﬁeld for a range of covalently bonded and ionic materials. In
the case of LiF, the enthalpy of formation (6.39 eV) is much lower than the band gap
(14.2 eV). Thus bond breakage will occur before impact ionization. The LiF(corrected) is
based on using the enthalpy of formation as the impact ionization threshold instead of
the band gap. The symbols code for material type (element, etc.) while the text in the
ﬁgures codes for material structure, i.e., diamond structure: Ge, Si, C; rocksalt structure: KBr, KCl, NaCl, LiF; zincblende structure: InAs, GaAs, GaP, AlAs; wurtzite structure: AlN, GaN [22].

While Tg can be estimated using MD simulations, the cooling and
heating rates that can be simulated are much greater than reality.
Thus, Tg estimated using MD tends to carry large error bars. A second
alternative to computing Tg is provided by Quantitative Structuree
Property Relationship (QSPR) methods [47e51]. The philosophy
underlying a QSPR study is to relate structural information through
descriptors to macroscopic properties. The ability of QSPR to predict
the Tg of homopolymers (as well as the polarizabilities, dielectric
constants, and HOMOeLUMO gaps of some polymers and functional
groups) has already been demonstrated [39]. The polymers were
represented using the repeat unit structure, end-capped with a
monomer. After selecting the appropriate descriptors, statistical

5. Advanced searching strategies
DFT-based strategies are limited to polymers based on short,
periodic chains. For longer chains required to screen larger regions
of compositional space, the computational cost associated with DFT
rises rapidly. Furthermore, as the system size increases, the number
of candidates within the system grows exponentially, which leads
to combinatorial explosion. Take the Group 14 element-based
hybrid polymers for example. Doubling the supercell size along
the chain direction to include 8 distinct building units in a periodic
repeating cell results in a total of 29,365 symmetry unique systems.
Clearly, exploration of such a vast chemical space using present ﬁrst
principles based approaches is impractical. A new approach is
needed for this large class of systems.
To effect such large scale explorations, a machine learning
approach has been developed and applied to the Group 14 elementbased hybrid polymers [38]. The initial dataset was generated using
the high throughput DFT calculations. To validate the machine
learning algorithm, ﬁve properties in addition to dielectric constant
and band gap were computed, viz., atomization energy, formation

Fig. 11. Partial least square (PLS) model for Tg ((a) training set and (b) test set) and Kernel PLS model for Tg ((c) training set and (d) test set). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39].
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Fig. 12. Parity plots comparing property values computed using DFT against predictions made using learning algorithms trained using chemo-structural ﬁngerprint vectors.
Pearson’s correlation index is indicated in each of the panels to quantify the agreement between the two schemes [38].

energy, c lattice parameter, spring constant, and electron afﬁnity.
Fig. 12 shows the agreement between predictions of the model and
DFT computations which were separated randomly into “training”
and “test” sets, the former used in model development and the
latter for validation. Several chains composed of 8-block repeat
units, in addition to the 4-block systems portrayed in Fig. 4, were
considered. As can be seen, the agreement between the DFT and the
learning schemes is uniformly good for all eight properties across
the 4-block training and test set, as well as the somewhat out-ofsample 8-block test set. The ﬁdelity of the model predictions is
impressive, given that these calculations take a very small fraction
of the time required for a typical DFT computation.
While the good agreement between the machine learning and
DFT data is gratifying, the real power of this approach lies in the
possibility of exploring a much larger chemical space than is
practical using DFT calculations or experiments. As mentioned
above, expanding the 4-block Group 14 element-based hybrid
polymers to 8-blocks results in 29,365 symmetry unique systems.
The machine learning approach makes practical a study of this
magnitude. Fig. 13 shows the predictions of band gap, electronic
and total dielectric constant for the 29,365 systems. The inverse
correlation of the band gap with the electronic dielectric constant is

conﬁrmed once again from Fig. 13(a). The rough inverse correlation
between total dielectric constant and band gap seen in Fig. 13(b) is
surprising, although clear deviations from this inverse behavior are
seen. This extensive search facilitates identiﬁcation of candidate
polymer dielectrics for various applications. For capacitor applications, a search for polymers with high dielectric constant and large
band gap leads to systems in the top part of Fig. 13(b), corresponding to the ‘deviations’ from the inverse correlation and
indicated by a circle in Fig. 13(b). These are systems that contain
two or more contiguous SnF2 units, but with an overall CH2 mole
fraction of at least 25%. Such organo-tin systems may be appropriate for polymer dielectrics. By learning effectively from the
available DFT data, the machine learning approach facilitates
searching a much larger scale polymer chemical space efﬁciently.
With the aid of this approach, the discovery of new polymer dielectrics can be accelerated signiﬁcantly.
6. Conclusion
In this contribution, we have surveyed a number of computational methods including classical, quantum mechanical and
modern data-driven statistical learning approaches for a theory-

Fig. 13. Machine learning predicted (a) electronic and (b) total dielectric constant as a function of the band gap for the 8-block systems. The DFT results for the 4-block systems (gray
circles) are also shown in the ﬁgure as comparison. Replotted from data in Ref. [38].
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informed rational design of polymeric materials for dielectric and
related applications. The examples discussed in this Perspective
include computational strategies for the modiﬁcation of existing
polymers, as well as the discovery of novel polymer dielectrics and
have guided successful experimental results. These success stories
clearly demonstrate that carefully devised in silico design strategies, which combine computational methods over a range of time
and length scales, are now capable of driving experimental studies
toward materials of technological interest. Finally, we believe that
the overarching ideas and screening strategies described in this
paper are quite general and can easily be imported to address
materials-related design challenges efﬁciently in other technological areas.
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